
 

 

A3 Instructional Template  

Write the focus of A3 here. Date & Time 

  

 

Result                     Plan 
This section frames the problem/challenge at the highest level and sets the result (focus) for the work that will be completed. 

Directions for completing Result section: 
 Community Level Outcome – Identify the community level outcome the A3 is connected to 
 Result Statement – A statement of well-being written in plain language focused on overall outcome of the A3. Do not 

use words like increase, decrease, improve, etc. Avoid using a tiered result, which can be a factor, indicator or driver of 
the overall result.  

 Core Indicator – A Specific measure that will be used to track progress on moving the result and has been agreed upon 
to be the main metric or one that directly measures an outcome.  

 Measurement Tool – Identify were the data for the core indicator will come from 

  
Current Conditions/Baselines                   Plan 
This section lays out the current reality or what is currently happening in the focus area of your A3 using facts, graphs and 
charts that are all rooted in or connected to quantitative or qualitative data.  

Directions for completing Current Conditions section: 
To complete this section you will need to include charts, graphs and other data visualization tools to document the current 
conditions. To complete this section you may want to include the following information: 

 Whole Population Data - The total scope of the population you are trying to impact. You’ll want to include general 
or introductory information about the population that you are focused on and define specific boundaries. You also 
want to identify and be as specific as possible with the total number) 

 Trend Over Time Data – 5-year trend data is preferred  
 Disaggregated Data - When possible, include as much disaggregated data as possible. Include disaggregated whole 

population data & trend over time data) 
 Bright Spots Data - Are there any places in your community where the data shows that people are beating the 

odds? 
 Partner Engagement - A list or chart of the partners currently engaged or involved in your work to improve a 

specific outcome (Tool Recommendation: Results at the Center Chart) 
 Qualitative Data – Interviews or other information about the focus of the A3 that you have collected. 

Hint: Drill down as far as you can with your data. If you have disaggregated data make sure it’s included, if you have partner- or 
student-level data include that. The more detailed data you have in this section the better.   

 

Interventions/Strategies              Do 
Interventions are the activities the partnership is taking on in order to meet the SMART Target and are connected to the factors 
that partnership is working to impact.  
When developing interventions, you may want to consider: 

 Previous cycles of Plan/Do/Study/Act (PDSA) – PDSA is iterative, and the goal is to improve each time.  So, many 
interventions should carry over from one cycle to the next with a proposed tweak. 

 Information and research/What Works  
 “No cost / Low cost” solutions – systems, policies, and programs can often align with no financial cost, just lots of 

adaptive work. Insist on no cost / low cost solutions.  
 Practices partners bring to the work – Practices will not change overnight.  Start with what is already going on, identify 

what’s working and scale it. 
 Avoid “Silver Bullet” thinking – Finding the one perfect program, or debating one partner’s program over another’s, is 

often counterproductive and can lead to paralysis. Continuous Improvement is not meant to adopt the perfect program 
out of its package (though new programs can be adopted), but to improve practices on the ground and make decisions 
based on data. 

 Universal & Targeted Strategies – Make sure that you have the right mix of targeted and universal strategies to reduce 
disparities (racial, gender, economic, etc.) 

Directions for completing the Intervention section: 
 List interventions that your team will consider taking on in order to meet your SMART Target and solve your problem.  
 Identify the primary measure (impact) and additional measures (quality & quantity) for how you will measure the success 

of each intervention. 
 Develop a plan that identifies how each intervention will be tested. Be sure to include what is being done, when and 

where the test is occurring, who is doing the work & how the work is being done.  
 Update this section regularly with the most recent information about the tests you are working on or have completed. 

Tool Recommendations: PDSA Template 

Target(s)                    Plan 
Targets are the goals that you are trying to accomplish in order to solve your problem.  

Directions for completing the Targets section: 
 Global Target- A long-term goal that you are trying to achieve. Global targets can be written in a very general way (All 

children will complete the FAFSA) or as a goal that you hope to achieve in 3-5 years and are always connected to the 
focus of the A3. (Example: If you’re A3 is focused on FAFSA completion, your global result should be about FAFSA 
completion)  

 SMART Target - A specific, measurable, attainable, result-focused, and time-bound goal. It is a short-term and the goal 
that you are focused on achieving over the course of 1 year (typically). The SMART Target is connected directly to the 
problem that you are trying to solve and could be focused on a specific intervention/strategy.  
(Tool Recommendation: Network Population to Whole Population Chart) 

   
  
 

Action Commitments                            Act 
Action commitments are pledges that individuals make to help move the work forward.  Action commitments are clear, 
observable, measurable, help to move the work forward towards meeting the result. Each team members should be making and 
completing action commitments. 

Directions for completing the Action Commitment section: 
 List each team member and their action commitment(s). Be sure to record who is making the commitment, what the 

commitment is and when the commitment will be completed by.   
Tool Recommendation: Action Commitment Form, Action Commitment Tracker  

Factor Analysis   (Story Behind the Baselines)                Plan 
A factor analysis helps identify and address the conditions (factors) needed to impact and improve a community level outcome. 
A factor is a circumstance that must exist in order for a person to successfully achieve the community level outcome.  
Tool Recommendations: Creating a process map, completing a Simple Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA), 5 Why exercise, 
Pareto Analysis, Fishbone Analysis are great tools for helping to understand cause and effect, Key Driver Diagrams visually 
show the relationship/connection between your interventions, factors (key drivers) and SMART target.  

Directions for completing the Factor Analysis section: 
 Identify the factors related to the focus of your A3 by answering the question, “What are the causes and forces that 

impact ___________ (insert focus)?” (Example: What are the causes and forces that impact FAFSA completion?) 
 
Hint: Factors may be identified through research that has been done (i.e. National research indicates that children with quality 
preschool experiences tend to be more ready for Kindergarten than their peers). Community specific factors may also exist and can 
only be identified by interviewing and/or discussing factors with local experts, people working with specific population or the 
population you are trying to impact (i.e. high school teachers working with low income students, Hispanic/Latino parents of second or 
third graders, African American 10th grade girls ) 

 

Status                                    Study 
Tracking and understanding the progress your team is making on each intervention is important for improvement work and will 
help you understand the progress that you are making towards meeting your SMART Target.  

Directions for completing the Status section: 
 Display impact data – Using the measures you’ve identified for each intervention, provide data the reports on the 

progress and impact of each intervention.  
Tool Recommendation: Run Chart  

 Track your progress – Provide information about the progress of the work. Is your work on track, ahead of schedule or 
behind?  
Tool Recommendation: Gantt Chart 

 

Learning                                   Study 
Being aware of the what you are learning throughout this process is incredibly important and so is applying what you’ve learned 
to your future work.  

Directions for completing the Learning section: 

 Ask Why – Take time to reflect on the results you are getting. Why are they occurring? What is happening? 
 Name what you are learning -  Capture what you are learning about the work, the strategies, the process, the people is 

vital to improving. Take time to note the essential learnings that you will apply to your work to move the work forward 
and meet your result. 
Tool Recommendations: FMEA, Pareto Chart, Stakeholder Experience Map 
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